



• Use the GPS function on your phone (Google 
Map, Compass, My GPS Coordinates)
• Write down your lat/long (elevation if you 
have it)
Where are you?
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https://www.gps.gov/students/
• Low/no cost activities 
• Stories, videos, presentation materials, career opportunities and 
hands-on lessons.  
• Real-world application scenarios highlight GPS and GIS use with 
satellites, orbital space clutter, energy grids, precision agriculture, 
global supply chains, aviation, weather forecasting, and 
conservation.
• “IDEA” (Inquiry, Discovery, Explanation, Application) 
• Real-time and archived data analysis, online simulations, 
modeling, and the application of geometry and mathematics. 
Themes Lessons 
Earth
Are we there Yet?
Mapping it out with 
Longitude & Latitude
Do you read me?
Radio, Magnets & 
Information Transfer
I’m on my way!












Baby is it Cold Outside?
Weather Forecasting
Saving Mother Nature: 
Environmental 
Conservation
Feed the World: 
Agriculture & Precision 
Farming
Movement





Planes, Trains & 
Automobiles
LESSONS FOR ANY SCIENCE CURRICULUM
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MODULE 1: Earth
Lesson 1 - Are we there Yet? Mapping 
it out with Longitude & Latitude
Lesson 2 - Do you read me? Radio, 
Magnets & Information Transfer
Lesson 3 - I’m on my way! Navigation 
& Global Positioning System
Goals:
• Introduction to GPS
• GPS Essentials
Module 1 – Navigation and GPS
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Lesson 1 – Are We There Yet? Longitude and Latitude
• Basics of maps and navigation
• Mapping a road trip to Disney World
Lesson 2 – Do you Read Me? Radio Waves, Magnets & Information 
Transfer
• History of navigation, Introduction to radio waves
• Study the Earth’s magnetic forces and their use to help humans 
navigate
Lesson 3 – I’m on my way! Global Positioning System (GPS)
• GPS as more than a cell phone tool
• Trilateration exercise to understand some of the calculations that 









• Trilateration centers around finding your position on the 
Earth by knowing the location of orbiting GPS satellites 
and the distance from those satellites to your location on 
the planet. 
• GPS satellites are always sending out radio signals.
Time for the Signals to reach the GPS receiver:
A = .00709952 seconds
B = .00567962 seconds
C = .01165544 seconds
D = .01056275 seconds
CALCULATING DISTANCES 
The relationship between distance traveled, rate 
(speed) of travel and amount of time spent 
traveling, or:
Distance = Rate × Time
The speed of light (R) is 299,792,458 m / s
MAP SCALE 1:21,838,839
1 X
_____________        =      __________
21,283,839 Distance to Satellite
Divide the distance to the satellite by 21,838,839
Answer will be in meters. Multiply by 100 to get 
centimeters
WHERE AM I?
Distance to satellite A ______Meters    or _____cm
Distance to satellite B ______Meters or _____cm
Distance to satellite C ______Meters or _____cm
Distance to satellite D ______Meters or _____cm
Distance to satellite A .097  Meters   or  9.7cm
Distance to satellite B .77  Meters   or  7.7 cm
Distance to satellite C .16  Meters   or 16 cm
Distance to satellite D .145  Meters   or  14.5cm
Cut string the right length for your satellite and 
work with your group to find Sadie. 
Module 2: Space
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Lesson 4 - Launching Explorations: 
Satellites & Orbits
Lesson 5 - Living Weightless: 
International Space Station
Lesson 6 - Orbital Rendezvous:
Calculating Resupply for ISS
Goals:
• Engage w/Space 
Travel
• Explore Space 
Careers
Module 2 – Exploring and Living in Space
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Lesson 4 – Launching Explorations: Satellites & Orbits
• Explores the concepts of satellites and orbits in more 
detail
• Asks the questions what is a satellite?  How are they 
launched into space and how do they stay in orbit?
• Using NASA models, students build a rocket launcher & 
a satellite
• Careers in the space arena are identified 





Module 2 – Exploring and Living in Space
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Lesson 5 – Living Weightless: International Space Station (ISS)
• What is the ISS?
• What is it like to live in space?
• How do we supply, navigate and operate the ISS
• Calculating resupply to ISS and Space walking
• STEM topics include:
• Gravity 
• Matter
• Human Impacts on Earth Systems
• Technology
Module 2 – Exploring and Living in Space
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Lesson 6 – Orbital Rendezvous: Calculating Resupply for ISS
• A math-focused lesson where students utilize geometry math 
concepts to learn how to apply math concepts in the context of 
space exploration
• Students use circle properties to predict and monitor the 
positions of the ISS versus a space shuttle launched to dock in 
space
• Includes core math standards in addition to physical science 




• Applications of GPS
• Science Supporting Life
Lesson 7 - Baby is it Cold 
Outside? Weather Forecasting
Lesson 8 - Saving Mother 
Nature: Environmental 
Conservation
Lesson 9 - Feed the World: 
Agriculture & Precision Farming
GPS and Environmental Studies
• GPS data collection systems complemented with 
GIS packages provide a means for comprehensive 
analysis of environmental concerns.
• Environmental patterns and trends can be 
efficiently recognized with GPS/GIS data collection 
systems
• Accurate tracking of environmental disasters such 
as fires and oil spills
• Precise positional data from GPS can assist 
scientists in crustal and seismic monitoring.
• Monitoring and preservation of endangered 
species can be facilitated through GPS tracking 
and mapping.This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
• Deliver disaster relief to areas in a more timely and accurate manner, 
saving lives and restoring critical infrastructure.
• Provide position information for mapping of disaster regions where 
little or no mapping information is available.
• Enhance capability for flood prediction and monitoring of seismic 
precursors and events.
• Provide positional information about individuals with mobile phones 
and in vehicles in case of emergency.
• Meteorologists responsible for storm tracking and flood prediction also 
rely on GPS. They can assess water vapor content by analyzing 
transmissions of GPS data through the atmosphere.
Module 3 – Life & Environmental Science 
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Lesson 7 – Baby Is It Cold Outside? Weather Forecasting
• How weather forecasting plays an important part in their daily 
lives & the role of GPS in weather forecasting
• Describes some evolution of weather forecasting
• Teaches how GPS signals are analyzed to understand the 
type of weather passing through them
• Activities include building a weather station 
simulating message distortions
• Includes STEM topics such as:
• Impact of motions and air masses on weather
conditions
• Atmospheric and Oceanic circulation
• Data interpretation of natural hazards
• Mathematical data plots, histograms and tables
Module 3 – Life & Environmental Science 
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Lesson 8 – Environmental Conservation: Saving Mother 
Nature
• Examples of how land use and water quality impacts 
the ecosystem
• Activities: oysters in the Chesapeake Bay, rain 
forests in South America, marine mammal tracking
• Includes STEM topics such as:
• Interdependent relationships in ecosystems
• Biodiversity & humans














• The animal travels between Southern California and the Aleutian 
Islands in Alaska, starting in March and returning in July.
• The animal spends most of its time in the deep ocean; however, it 
does spend time on land in two areas—San Miguel Island, California 
and Nikolski, Alaska.
• The animal spends about a month (May) in one small area of the 
ocean off the Aleutian Islands.
• The animal can move quickly, sometimes covering hundreds of miles 
in a few days.
Module 3 – Life & Environmental Science 
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Lesson 9 – Feed the World: Agriculture and Precision Farming
• Use of GIS to help farmers & manufacturers make smart, 
efficient and responsible decisions agriculture
• GPS uses in their communities & in agriculture
• Includes STEM topics such as:
• Monitoring & minimizing human impact on the environment




Enable localized variation of planting density
Accurate field navigation
Ability to work through low visibility
Accurately monitored yield data
Version 1.0
Precision Agriculture: combining the Global Positioning System 
(GPS) and geographic information systems (GIS) to tie real-time 
data collection with accurate position information
Provides exactly the right amount of water to each foot/meter of   
The Goal of Variable Rate Irrigation
Crop Yield Water Use
Version 1.0
Vocabulary Terms
VRA is possible by integrating 
different technologies
GPS Unit are used by 
farmers to create field 
maps to determine a 
field’s boundaries.
Field computers allow 






Rate controllers make 
it possible for farmers 
to control how much 
irrigation, fertilizer, etc. 
is applied in a field.
Telematics allows 
information collected in 
a field to be transferred 
to the internet.  
Version 1.0
Variable Rate Irrigation
Provides exactly the right amount of water to each 














Bushel is a dry 
goods measure 
of 64 pints
Water Use Efficiency (WUE)
•Irrigated yield: 190 bushels/acre 
•Dryland yield: 168 bushels/acre
•Irrigation: 10 inches
WUE= 190 bushels/acre  - 168 bushels/acre        
10 in
WUE=  2.20 bushels/acre inch
WUE = Irrigated Yield – Yield Irrigation
Version 1.0
This farmer should get 
2.2 bushels of corn per 
inch of irrigation applied 
per acre of land farmed.
Use WUE calculations to determine how much 
water should be applied to each section to 
match the average water efficiency for the 
irrigated field.

























Yield Map Data Improves Efficiency
By adjusting irrigation distribution, we can save 4.3 
million gallons of water in one section.
Version 1.0
It’s Your Turn! 
Can you construct a device 
that will vary the rate of water flow? 
Version 1.0
Goal
Construct a delivery system that will deliver water into 
separate cups in amounts of 2 fl oz and 4 fl oz  
4 fl oz
Version 1.0
2 fl oz2 fl oz
Instructions
•Form groups of 3-4 people











Engineering Design Process 
Version 1.0
THE NEED
• 9.7 billion people by 2050
• Food production will need to increase by 70%
• Farmers produce 262% more food than they did in 1950





• Everyday STEM Careers 
• Advanced GPS Concepts
• Big Wide World of Work!
Lesson 10 - Up Up & Away! Aviation 
Moves Us
Lesson 11 - Networks of Power: Energy 
& Information
Lesson 12 - Global Supply Chain:
Planes, Trains & Automobiles
Module 4 – Movement
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Lesson 10 – Up Up and Away! Aviation Moves Us
• Introduces students to aviation and the impact of GPS 
upon the future of flight
• Includes some history of human flight
• Students will have a chance to view an air traffic control 
simulation tool to resolve flight conflict problems
• Includes STEM topics such as:
• Forces & Motion
• Engineering Design
• Jet Streams
• Linear math relationships
Module 4 – Movement
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Lesson 11 – Networks of Power: Energy & Information
• Movement of energy and information through networks such as 
electric grids and the internet
• Energy & power grid activities as well as a telecommunications 
systems
• Includes STEM topics such as:
• Relationship of kinetic energy to mass
• Monitoring human impact on the environment
• Modeling and evaluating design solutions for problems 
presented
• Graphing to solve real-world and 
mathematical problems
Module 4 – Movement
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Lesson 12 – Global Supply Chain: Planes, Trains & Automobiles
• Students examine social, economic, environmental and technology 
factors impacting the movement of goods and products around the 
world
• Geospatial technologies help plan the efficient movement of items 
around the world
• Students will chose between transportation alternatives by calculating 






Materials from GPS Adventures
The creators of the GPS Adventures exhibit prepared "A Guide for Teachers 
and Students" featuring activities suitable for grades K-8.
Materials from the Smithsonian
The Smithsonian Institution's Time and Navigation exhibit includes online 
teaching resources and rich multimedia related to GPS.
•Downloadable resources
•Satellite navigation module of exhibit
Multimedia
• VIDEOS: GPS launches
• VIDEOS: How GPS works, etc.
• IMAGES: Satellites, orbits, launches, etc.
